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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR INFANTRY
E C W 1j RoyaLst Muskoteer Filing

E C.W 2s Royalist Pikeman Advancing
E C W 3i Royalist Pikomon Standing

EC W 4s Roundhaad Pikoman Standing

E CW 5s Royalist Officer with Swo'd
E C.W 6s Roundhaad Musketeer Filing
E C W 7s Royalist Halberdier and Axemen

EC W Ss English Peasant with Scythe Advanc
E C W 9s English Peasant with Pitchfork

E C W 10s Royahct Artilleryman

ICW. 11s Roundhaad Pikeman Advancing

E C W 12s Drummar

EC W 13s Roundhaad Officer

E C W 14s Scottish Musketeer Firing

E C W. ISs Scottish P.keman Advancing

[ C W 16s Scottish Fool Officer

[CW 17s Scottish Archer Firing

E C W 18s Scottish Pipai

E C W 19l Scot with Bioadswotd Attacking

E C.W 20s Royalist Musketeer Carrying Musket

E C W 21s Royalist Muskataei Priming Pan
E C W 22s Muskateer loading

E C W 23s Dragoon Firing
!CV( 24s Royalist Pikaman Receiving

E C W 25s Royalist P.kemon Advancing

E C.W 26s Roundhaad Pikaman Advancing

[C.W 27s Roundhead Pikoman Attacking

E C W 28s Royalist Officai Attacking or Advanc

E C W 29s Roundhaad Officer Advancing
E C W 30s Slandaid Bearer (Puritan Diessl

E C W 31s Artilleryman Firing Gun
E C W 32s Artilleryman with Ram

E C W 33s Artilleryman Laying Gun
E C.W 34s Pikaman Advancing (soil hat and Co

E C W 35s Pikoman Marching (soft hat and coa

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CAVALRY
E C.W C s Caval.er

E C W C s Roundhaad

E C W.C s Cu.rass.er

E C W.C. 4s Scottish Drogo

E C W C s Royalist Horse Trumpeter
E C W C s Caval.er

E C W.C 8 Cunaiaed Cavalier

6!peach RENAISSANCE - INFANTRY 6!p each

R ll lansknecht Pikeman Advancing

R 2s lansknecht Halberdier Advancing
R 3a Lansknacht Muakataar Firing
R. 4s lansknecht Two Handed Swordsmai

R 5s Aimoured Lansknecht Pikaman Adv

R Gs German Crossbowmen Firing

R 7a French Unarmoured Aiquebusiei Fir.
R 8s Swiss Pikaman Advancing
R 9s Janissary Archor Firing
R 10s Janissary Archer Firing
R 11s Janissary Officer

R 12s Armoured lansknacht Officer

RENAISSANCE - CAVALRY

RC 1ft Mounted Arquebuftier
R C 2s French Mounted Aruuabusiar

R C 3ft Hungarian .lunar with Woll Sk
R C 4ft Burgund.an Mountsd Arquebus.

fl C 5s Stradiot

R C 8s Tuikish Irregu

17poach

THIRTY YEARS WAR INFANTRY 6!peach

T Y W 2ft Pikeman Race

T V W 3s Officer

1YW 4s Standard Bear

17p each THIRTY YEARS WAR CAVALRY 17p each

ARTILLERY - VARIOUS PERIODS

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY 25p each
M I A
M I A

M F A

1s Medieval Siago Gun

2s Small Wall Gun (Pot
3s Medieval Field Gun

4s Small Coohorn Moiti

WARGAMES RULES by D. Feathestone

NAPOLEONIC
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

WORLD WAR

20p each
plus

5p postage

WARGAMES RULES from Research Group

ANCIENT 1000 BC to 1000 AD
NAPOLEONIC 1750 to 1850

INFANTRY ACTION 1925 Id 19)
ARMOUR INFANTRY 1925 1o 19

NEW 15 mm - 2-1 mm to the foot - FIRST RELEASES ARE NAPOLEONIC. THESE ARE
MOULDED IN A STRIP. ALL THE SAME FIGURES WITH THE INFANTRY HAVING FIVE
MEN THE CAVALRY THREE HORSES AND RIDERS (ATTACHED). THE COMMAND
STRIPS TO BE RELEASED AT A LATER DATE WILL HAVE TWO OFFICERS. TWO
DRUMMERS AND AN ENSIGN FOR THE INFANTRY. AND AN OFFICER. TRUMPETER
AND A STANDARD FOR THE CAVALRY. THE GUNS ARE SO DESIGNED THAT FOR
AS LITTLE AS 40p YOU CAN ACQUIRE A FULL SIX-HORSE TEAM. GUN AND LIMBER.
TO ASSIST ALL AGES WE ARE OFFERING THESE NEW MOUTH-WATERING PIECES FOR ONLY lOp A STRIP
(POSTAGE EXTRA).

French Catabimers

15/2 Scots Greys
Highlanders
French Lino Infantry

15/5 British Light Infantry
15/6 British Line Infantry
15/7 Polish Lancers

15/8 French Lino Hussars
15/9 French Chasseurs of th

Limber Horses (Right
15/11 French Limber Horses >
15/12 British Limber Horses v.

Artillerymen

CATALOGUE 25p

ide)
nth Ridors
ith Lino

DESIGNED BY THAT "POOR MAN'S" MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973. IN OUR 5 mm. NEW 15 mm.
THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

15/13 British Limber Horse with Horse
Artillerymen

15/14 British Line Artillorymon
British Horse Artillerymen

15/16 French Line Artilleiyiin'n
15/17 French Hotse Artillerymen
15/18 French Guard Foot Artillerymen
15/19 French Old Guard liiljntrymen
15/20 French Line Hussar Command Strip
15/101 British Field Gun
15/102 British Limber

15/103 French Field Gun
15/104 French Limber

;Nos. 4 & 5 only)



WAR GA M ER'S

NEWSLETTER

Ho.134. May 1975

EDITORIAL

I do not like losing battles either

on the wargame3 table or in real life
but I am sad to confess that, after a
long time and a valiant rearguard action,
I have been beaten by Mr. Rising Price.
Wrestling with the intricacies of V.A.T.
left me only confused about whether or
not I had to increase the subscription price of this magazine but when my printer
warned me of "substantial increases in costs" from June onwards and I discovered

that the price of the envelope in which you receive the magazine had rocketed sky
wards, to say nothing of numerous small increases that all mount up, then I realised
that the price could no longer be held at its present rate. Therefore, from this
issue onwards I regretfully state that the subscription rate in Great Britain will
be £2.30p per annum; Overseas £2.45p and in U.S.A. and Canada #6.50 which will in
clude the Bank handling charge current in this country. As I have accepted and will
honour all subscriptions up to this date ot the old rate, then many of you are going
to get 10, 11 or twelve months of the Newsletter at the old rate anyway!

By the time you read this the party from the Military Historical Society
which I and a number of the V/essex Military Society are accompanying, will have re
turned from their trip to Wellington's Peninsular battlefields in Spain. Coupled
with recent research on this campaign for the next volume of my books WARGAMES
THROUGH THE AGES I feel a fascination for it which has resulted in frantic painting
(by my youthful hired pointers because I lack the time to do it myself) of battolions
of Cacadores! They are going to form part of my scaled-down Light Division, proudly
led by General Bob Craufwrd.

I do not seem to have mentioned anywhere, either in the book itself nor has it
been mentioned in the review, that the very attractive coloured dust jacket to my
latest venture SOLO WARGAHING, uses Airfix figures converted into Saracen horse
archers by Bob Douglas who kindly lent them to me for the purposes of photography.

A couple of weeks ago four of us from the V.'essex Military Society had one of
the most enjoyable days I can recall when visitin • Steve Curtis, Mike Blake and Ian
Colwill in Bristol where we were initiated into the fascinations of individual war-

gaming. My professional gunmen - Doc and the Preacher, performed valiantly with
Colt and V.'inchester till borne down by sheer weight of numbers - at least that's my
story! This is a fascinating facet of the hobby about which I intend to write more
in a later issue.

X?

Subscription Rates:

DON FEAT!! :RST0NE

£2.30p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.45p; #6.50 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 20p (55c U.S.A.),

Advertising Rates: Pull Page
Half Page
Quarter Page -
Eighth Page -

£6.60p (#17.00).
£3.30P #8.50).
£1.65P (#4.25 .

.B3p (#2.15).

VYARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



Quest Writer of the Month.
NEVILLE DICKINSON:

(Well known to most people in the wargaming world, this month's Guest, through
the amazing growth of his "Miniature Figurines" orga*nisation, has played a big
in stimulating the hobby to its present position. Neville is perhaps Wargamer's
Newsletter's most loyal supporter besides being a valued personal friend of the
Editor. He's a pretty good wargamer too - when he gets the time to fight! Editor).

Many years ago whilst seeking ideas for my young brother's birthday present, I
came across a book "Tackle Model Soldiers" by D.F.Featherstone. Now this fortunate
piece of luck is not startling on it's own but this written contact with the secre
tive band of wargamers (overgrown schoolboys as they were called in those days) led
next to the first of many wargames with Don Featherstone, Tony Bath and a nice youn^
Army Officer who got himself married and as rumour has it - got devoured. Where are
you Rod? - Your Zulus fought well.

The fascination of wargaming in Southampton is the cardinal rule of wargaming -
at your house we play to your rules, at my house you play to mine. There are a
number of rules say in Don's that I would disagree with, and of course a number of
nine which he disagrees with, but these points are completely overlooked during the
hours of chat, drinks (soft of course) and dicing. But we, that is the Southampton
"Crowd" agree on one other thing - dice. The variabilities of war must be inter
preted by 3ome means. Pre-calculated Tables and average dice do not give any poss
ibility of above average courage, Sgt. York with his determination, Audio Murphy with
his fearless youth, Sgt. Speakman with bottles when he ran out of ammo. I bet that
under most rules there is no possibility of a V.C. or Purple Cross and this is a pity
because there are such people and regiments, if just a very small minority.

The expansion of MiniFigs - The Model Soldier Company - has curtailed my war
gaming activities considerably added to the rejection by my wife of a verbal agree
ment which allowed me the sole use of the small bedroom as a wargame3 room. By
mutual agreement we bought some years ago, a larger house on the understanding I
would have the third bedroom for wargaming ond my wife a separate lounge and dining
room. Beware Gentlemen of verbal agreements, get it in writing, for after three
years, she welched.

Building slowly but surely Miniature Figurines now has a staff of sixteen and
a production area of 4,500 square feet recently acquired. The staff are, with the
exception of Dick Higgs, the Design Director and Janet, the Trade Order Clerk (and
me of course) all teenagers joining us from school and sticking it. despite some
claims that Dickinson has the Bar Sinister on his Shield. I cannot too strongly
press your attention to our teenage staff especially my 'right arm' the foreman
Andrew who, at 17, is probably the youngest in the world let alone this country and
my "left arm Secretary Bird" - Jan (she makes good coffee too!).

Over the years I have found little things hap] Qg that tend to rub me up the
wrong way:-

1. Letters and payments the wrong way round in the envelope so that we
both in half (please make sure the folded side is at the bottom!).

2. Letters and payments with no names or addresses. Do you know we have 17
of these at the moment unclaimed. (Please put your name and address!).

3. Rules written according to the book by people who have not Been the wrong
end of war. (rieaso remeTr.ber in war the book means nothin;:).

4. Reviewers with no ability at dei • Cul}V
trained artists work; after hours of much research and design as well
as many visits to overseas museums.

5. Morale Rules are a thorn in my "rose bed" even my own ideas do not s.-:
the urgent need for a good realistic set interpreting as alooely as possible
the problems arising in this sphere so if you have a rood sot let me borrow

(Continued on ! age 5)



MEXICAN RURALES, 1890-1913 by MIKE BLAKE

54mm Figure Conversions for One-to-One Wargames.

These are, in fact, some of the figures used in a recent Western Gunfight / Colonial
Skirmish game we played here in Bristol, a report of which will have appeared, we

hope, in the Newsletter. In the troubled world out West (Steve Curtis' s place) the
roles which the three of us (me, Steve and Ian Colwill) play usually follow the
same pattern. I am the Mexicans, Ian is the US Army and Steve is the owlhoots -

(we take it in turn to be the Indians!).

My interest in Mexico covers the whole of its lengthy and colourful military history,

with the main emphasis on the 1830-40's and the 1890's to early 1900' s. My

Rurales are designed to cover the whole of this period, as their uniforms did not

change. They do, however, need different weapons at various stages of course.

The Rurales were officially raised by Santa Anna in January 1842, though they had

existed in various forms since the 18th century. They were to be raised on the

main ranches as cavalry companies, under the ranch owner's control but subject to

the Military Authorities in action. They were re-established in 1861 as four Corps

of Rurale State Police and became federal forces in 1869. In 1880 President Diaz

made them into a well armed Corps of 'storm-troopers' , often recruiting the pick
of Mexico's many outlaws into their ranks!

The uniform was the typical Mexican national dress, as portrayed very well on the

Timpo Mexican figures. The large wide brimmed hat was lead grey, covered in

rainy weather by a black or grey oilskin cover. The hat cord was held in place by
a white metal clasp bearing the Corps number. Jacket, vest (waist-coat) and
tight riding pants were grey cloth, with white trim and buttonhole loops, etc

The shirt was, usually, white calico with a crimson or black tie. Belts, saddle

and boots were natural tan or brown leather. All metal fittings were 'silver' . A

white carbine sling was worn over the left shoulder, and had a metal shield with the

Corps number. Over the right shoulder went a leather cartridge bandolier which
held forty rounds, and a sabre was carried from the leather waistbelt. On the horse

was a cowboys saddle, bridle with horsehair reins, one red and one grey saddle
blanket and a lariat. A braided quirt was usually carried. For long marches,

especially through difficult country, tan chaps were worn over the trousers. Officers

wore the same uniform, but silver trim in place of white, and had decorated saddles.

However, since Rurales owned their own horses and bought their own clothing,
there was considerable variation in the dress of the various companies, which

allows for plenty of individual touches when painting up figures. Rank insignia
were worn on the underbrim of the hat and on the sleeves: Sergeant (Sub. Lt.) one
narrow white lace; 2nd Corporal (Lt.) narrow silver lace; 1st Corporal (Capt.)
two bands of narrow silver lace; Quartermaster (Major) three; Commandant
(LLCol.) four. In the Rurales, Sgt. ranked lower than Corporal, and both ranked
as officers! A sergeant and four troopers (Guards) formed a section; four sections
made up a platoon; three platoons a company; three companies of 76 men each, a
corps. There were ten corps and these could be formed into a division of 3,200 men
in wartime. The Rurales were disbanded in 1913, when the Federal forces were
overthrown by the revolutionaries.

All of the Timpo Mexican figures can be used, as they all wear the sombrero, short
jacket and tight pants. However, some figures have two bandoliers across the chest,

some only one. For the former carve off the bullets on the one over the left shoulder

so the belt is smooth, to form the carbine sling. For figures with only one, if it is
the one over the left shoulder, smooth out; if over the right, add a new sling from
paper. For a cartridge bandolier, use paper with short lengths of heat stretched
sprue stuck on. The gunfighter stylo holsters on the hips should be trimmed off,
though the knife and sheath some figures have on the left hip, can be retained. A

small hook of wire (piano or fuze) must then be pushed into the right side at the
bottom of the carbine sling, to hang the carbine on. A sabre sling must also be

made and in order to enable the sabre to be used in a game, ie. worn from the belt

and drawn and carried in the hand, the suspension strap is made from a metal

staple. This is flat and with one end bent around to form a loop, and the other
pushed into a pre-drilled hole in the waistbelt, makes an excellent sling. There



snould be two such straps of course, but this is an unnecessary complication with
'working' figures. The sabre is either a plastic one from one of the old Britains

Swoppets ACW Infantry Officers, or a from a Historex or Airfix 54mm kit (Historex
Agents, Dover, will supply plastic swords, sabres, muskets, etc. to order) or a
metal one from Miniature Figurines, or the old Herald Lifeguards. The figure's
right hand will need to be cut if the sword is not the Britain's type, but this is not

a disadvantage because it will enable thicker objects to be held also. The sword

can then be painted steel with silver or gold guard and black grip. The carbine was

originally a single shot muzzle-loading flintlock, then percussion lock, then the

Remington Rolling Block breech-loading single shot carbine. In 1900 these were

replaced by the Winchester 7-shot .30/30 cal. carbine. For the muzzle-loading
carbines, the old Britains War of Independence range of muskets can be used, cut
down to carbine length. For Remingtons, the best source is the old Timpo 'Sharps'

carbine, which was issued with their Cowboys, Mexicans and US Cavalry, care

fully trimmed. Unfortunately these have now been replaced by Winchesters but of
course these are in turn excellent for post 1900.

In order to carry the carbine on the sling, either loop a piece of fuze wire around the
neck of the butt, or push the wire through to form a slide along the left side as

shown. This wire loop allows the carbine to be carried on the hook and detached

and held in the hands to indicate the weapon is drawn or being fired. Although not

apparently officially sanctioned, undoubtedly hand guns were carried by all ranks,
in addition to the carbine for 'Guards' and in place of the carbine for officers. These
would be flintlock and percussion single-shot muzzleloaders, with possibly some

percussion pepperbox revolvers, until percussion revolvers became generally avail
able in the 1870's and 1880's. Quite possibly single shot breech-loading Reming
ton Rolling Block pistols were carried, as they were in the US Army at one time.
The early pistols can be made from the plastic Britains muskets again, with the
butts bent around and cut to size, or Historex / Airfix parts used (the new Airfix
Scots Grey has an excellent flintlock pistol). As for revolvers, the figure usually
has at least one Colt type, or the old Britains Swoppets model can be used. Pistols
would probably be carried in the waist belt, and this can be represented by either
making a second paper belt with sufficient slack to allow the barrel to be thrust
through, or alternatively a more robust 'loop' can be made from flat section baking
wire (this is found on large packing cases and the like, and is a very useful item),
bent in the shape of a U with the ends pushed into pre-drilled holes in the waistbelt.
Revolvers can be carried in either 'new iimpo' or 'old tsntains' cowboys' noisters,
or paper holsters can be made by the real enthusiast, but do take a great deal of
patience! Quirts can be made from a loop of fuze wire, twisted as shown on the
wrist, with the ends loose.

Ideally a mounted and a dismounted figure is required for each Rurale, and I would
recommend that this is done from the start. This means that any situation can be
reproduced on the wargames table. Nothing is more frustrating than finding that
in the middle of the game, a vital figure cannot be dismounted in order to gain a
vantage point and thus win the game, because there is no figure on foot to use.
Identification of figures is helped by giving each a different coloured shirt, or by
numbers on the bases.

Sources: Military Collectors Historian Plate 295.

MUST LIST - Continued from Pago 22.

I might have escaped your notice that those excellent coloured books on uniforms
by the Funckens hove now been combined into a two volume set written in Snplish with
the title THE UNIFORMS AND ARMS OF ALL TIMES by Fred and Liliane Funcken at £2.50p.
When one considers that that was about the price of each original volume then this
is a great bargain - and you can read and understand it all as well!



TALKING WAP.G.'.MING - Continued from Page 6. 5

meet at Wargames Clubs, or play occasional games without the solid backing of famili
arity or friendship.

Criticisms of commercially published sets of rules probably come mostly from the
first group (although one of the intriguing aspects of wargaming is that nobody has a
good word for any sets of rules he has not personally formulated!). ThiB is because
the first group do not need rules of such far reaching complexity, devised to cover
every eventuality and rule-bending ploy that might be devised by 4he wsrgsmer who
treasures winning above the game itself. Such people almost exclusively belong to
the second group, and it is for them that rules such as those of the Wargames Research
Council hnve to include the many ramifications and angled interpretations that have
aroused the ire of Jack Hutchings.

Wargamers should attempt to identify themselves in one or other of these two
groups and, if in the first group, then it is debatable whether they should fight
wargames exclusively to any published 3et of rule3 (this excepts those occasions on
which such rules are being used for competitive games in Conventions etc). The-
first-group wargamer3 should study such high quality commercially produced rules as
those of the Wargames Research Council by all means, but they should extract from
them those facets and aspects which appeal to them and which they consider will im
prove the conditions under which they fight their own battles whilst continuing their
system of mutual-trust and general policy of placing enjoyment above the result of
the game. The second group, if they are to compete with relative strangers in any
reasonably ordered fashion, have little alternative but to fight with commercially
produced rules, taking care to select those which are, by general acknowledgement,
considered to be the best of their type.

M€X1CAN R.UF,AL£S> I2>90-I2>I5>
4 V»!iK£iTAnt 1A**-*: SUMOi

LOOT rt*\ ( PrcmCTO
S»0«£ ^ PVWt iMtf
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BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH - Con-

tinued from Pafje 13.

Casualties:

Infantry Cavalry Guns

Union 840 160 0
CSA 800 220 1

1 figure - 20 men

Infantry regiments had a
strength of 500 men and cavalry
3quadrons had a strength of 160
men.

The battle was fought to
rules devised from the book
"ADVANCED WARGAMES", which we
have now improved and used in a
campaign.

GUEST WRITER OF THE MONTH - Con

tinued from Page 2.

them for ideas - Ancient, Napoleo
nic and American Civil War.

Despite these minor points, I
enjoy wargaming and wargamers.



"|alking of ^^argaming ,
by don featherstone

When I was physiotherapist to a well known English First Division Football Club,
I became very impressed with the philosophy of a certain player who, having reached
an age when he might be expected to be "going over the top", would view with complete
complacence any adverse comments on his play that might appear in the local or
national Press. He would dismiss all such writings by saying "It is better to be
abused than ignored .... I don't care what they say about me as long as they spell
my name right!"

Well, I hope that my friends of the Wargames Research Group follow the same
philosophical line in believing that it is better to have their products discussed,
even if critically, than for them to be ignored. Bob O'Brien and Phil Barker are
both friends of mine and consistently support this magazine with their advertising
- in return, I review their publications and, because I admire and respect the
thought that has gone behind them, I usually seem to be able to speak well of them.
Therefore I am certain that they will not take umbrage at this article nor will they
view it in the light of a snipe or dig at their products.

Rather I hope that they will consider what is written here as being worthy of
an answer (and incidentally obtaining more publicity for their products!) which I
will be pleased to publish.

That mature and enthusiastic wargamer Jack Hutchings of British Columbia,
Canada, whom we had the pleasure of seeing in England a year or two back, has
written the following comment to me:-

"I see by the Is test edition you have been introduced to the mysteries of the
Research Committee Ancient rules. I hope you have a lot of fun. We hove been
wrestling around with these rules. In fact we used a somewhat simplified version
in the pre-convention tournament we are now playing. They have been a complete dis
aster as far as some of us are concerned. In fact I have refused to play any more
of them. Because they are so ambiguous there are about three or four different in
terpretations for every rule. This has resulted in endless arguments, recriminations
and ju3t plain misunderstanding that I want nothing more to do with them. In the
twice-a-month Friday sessions at my place we are going to ploy Ancients but we are
going back to our version of the Ton./ Bath rules. They may not be so precise, but
they provide a good exciting and enjoyable game and as far as I am concerned that is
the most important requirement. I played about half dozen games of the new rules,
studied the regulations with great care and never once enjoyed one of the games I
played. There are all kinds of wargamers here with Ancient figures who have never
got to use them because they just can't cotton to these rules. In all the games
played in this tournament never once did the heavy troops get into the battle. Every
game (3 hours long) was decided on the basis of light troops which of course is com
pletely ridiculous. At the Convention up coming March 31-April 1 there will be a
discussion on these rules and some hope that a complete revision will be made. As
far as I am concerned I hope they ju3t forget all about them. To my mind they cer
tainly are impossible for a tournament where there is a limited time available for
each game."

From a personal viewpoint and speaking quite frankly, I have a great deal of
sympathy with what he has written because I too have found these rules to be a little
more than all-embracing and to encumber the progress of a battle in what has seemed
to me to be an unnecessary manner. 3ut I have come to the conclusion that there is
a perfectly reasonable answer to this, which also applies to every other set of
commercially published rules, which may also be criticised in a similar faBhion.

Basically, there are two principal types of wargarr.ing activity - that which
regularly takes place among a small group of personal friends, who have been playing
for so long that they are so familiar with the rules controlling their bottles that
the majority of them hardly, if at all, exist in writing! Instead, there is a small
square of cardboard tacked up in view of all, detailing those specific points which
make the particular rules in use authentically portray the period that is being
fought, in contrast to a similarly abridged set of rules containing particular as
pects applicable to another period of military history. The second group of war
gamers constitute the bulk of those enjoying the hobby, being groups of people who

CONTINUED OH PAGE 5.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

".JL',.iL";;ii,<cll ;ii.il-, ii« »;mi
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1352

Wo are tho makers ol the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Mado in 30 mm,54mm and 90mm scales. Available cither painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Largo solection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Mostother leading makes ol metal and plastic figures also in stock, pluslarge selection ol
Britains'. 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition" magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
tho military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for tho collector and connoisseur:
Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms,headdresses, accoutrements, belt elates, hel
met plates, badges, orders,decorations,drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open s
and Frl. 9-6Mon.. lues.. Werf.

Thursday
Satu'da/ •js

If you are unable to visit us. the following catalogues
Sraddan 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden W mm mastei list - 35p

'Tradition' book ot Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post tr\

days a week.

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

IWl Framlinoham 723708

Trade enquiries welcome- complete price lists andcatalogues available on request.
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m HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIEIO. HD7 3NX. ENGLAND.

Foot Figures

NEW RELEASES-APRIL 1973 | cavalry
Equipment

25 mm RANGE

BRITISH COLONIAL (BC)

BC17 Dismounted Hussar

BCI8 Dismounted Hussar, with message
pad

BC19 Dismounted Hussor. with telescope

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN26 Old Guard Drummer, full dress
FN28 Elite Voltiguor allocking
FN29 Old Guard Standard Bearer

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (FNC)

FNC36 Line Chasseur, charging
FNC37 Line Chasseur, officer

FNC38 Line Chasseur, trumpeter

PERSONALITY FIGURES (PF)

PF16 Eugene Dc Beaumorais

ANCIENT RANGE 25 mm

ANCIENT ROMAN (AR)
AR17 Byzantine officer
AR18 Byzantine light archer

ANCIENT ROMAN CAVALRY (ARC)
ARC9 Byzantine heavy cavalry
ARC10 Byzantine lighi cavalry

ANCIENT HORSES (AH)
AH8 Light cavalry pony
AH9 Byzantine hall armoured horse
AH10 Byzantine heavy cavalry horse

25 mm EQUIPMENT RANGE (25)
25/AF 6 Pdr. Prussian gun
25/AG 12 Pdr Prussian gun
25/AH 7 Pdr Prussian howitzer

20 mm EQUIPMENT RANGE (20)
20/28 German WW II H.momag 251/1

54 mm RANGE

CI British Napoli
Officer

RIIA Mounted

See us at the forthcoming D.I.Y.
Exhibition, Kelvin Hall. Glasgow,
daily Friday 6th April to 15th
Annl. Built into our stand No 96
will be the comDlete Waterloo
model executed by our designer
and consultant Mr. Peter Gilder
featuring more than 7.000
superbly niiinted figures, houses,
guns etc. AH this plus our full
range ol products and informed
staff to hand to help you with all
yov r-.q in

On sale now. our now informative and illustrated catalogue. 30p at your retailers; 33p direct

WARSHIPS

1/12QG Scale Die Car:" Metr.1 War.e.-liiv Model:'

?ri- :. • XLni'.- "';•'•••: Pnin'i'i a::" A. ;'•:?.': 1 •~-:i

At r.&••••: r to be rene:-t.;^ :. j - •'

Cr.uir.ei H.H.S. ' I

Darin '-

Whi- y Clar Frigates
Ton Class Kin • •

md Packing fcp per item. • •'•'• :
ur a • ->ns.

liavol •nr.ic WAB :• •':••:- : ' ••••...•'.

... -

.. . ..

What you have alwayi wanl I, | r£ '•
anatomical bobIo. Easily lents.
scale. :'j'k; a oupero diorama a • ' :

:•.-.. ;hal of Franc- Mounted - - -

Foot Figures 7&p each. Colour • •:• • :

" :. •-.•::•'
'

Rgures&Hobbies
0 Specialists In Milit:ir> Miniatures

*•- SCollege Square Xotili. Helfa\i 111 I MS Telephone HI 11 AST•>«>»"



READERS' FORUM TODW1IIIE
TO US

"I an looking forward to your nevr book: "Solo Wargaining", a fairly large propor
tion of the games I play these days are solo, so I am always on the look out for new
ideas.

My wargaming interest; remains in the modern period;. I am glad to see that in
the next few months the range of kits and1 figures: in the .Xorld War II era will in
crease, with Fujimi and Hasegawa producing military vehicle kits in 1/76 scale, add
ing to those produced by Airfix (whose next tank kit is the Matilda II).

My next project is to try and build u- forces of the 1942-43 period. The only
problem with the 1944-4.5 period, is that, the.' German player often has a substantial
qualitative advantage over the Allied player, this advantage was not quite bo great,
earlier in the war. lov there are more models of equipment from earlier in the war
available to make this period practicable.

I sometimes get the impression that you regret that wargaming has become so
popular, so quickly. I must admit I sometimes agree, but if the hobby had not be
come so popular I am sure that we would have missed all the advantages that have re
sulted, such as easier availability of models and wargame equipment.

As you may have realised the Har Office is only a hundred yards or 30 from the
point where one of Thursday's car bombs exploded. We were lucky, being in the base
ment, and apart from being shaken, all we lost were a few windows. The rest of the
War Office lost a lot of windows facing the explosion, thankfully no one was serious
ly injured.

I have just finished reading "Queen Victoria's Little Wars™ by Bryan Farwell..
It left me with a great admiration for the soldiers of those days. How I know why
you find the Colonial period so interesting.

Once again, keep up the good work with the newsletter."

David Bradley of Sittingbourne.

"Please continue to carry a diversity of battle reports. While I am in general
agreement with those who did not care for the manner in which the "Battle of Trenton"
was conducted, it is nevertheless interesting to read about how others find enjoy
ment in the hobby. There are many schools of wargaming; and understanding the
realism, fun, pure-armour, man-to-man, or whatever other aspects appeal to others
is necessary to maintain the Hobby as a fraternal one. That does not mean that one
must like what the other fellow is playing, but who knows? perhaps aone enjoyment
could be there after all. The diversity of opinions is amply demonstrated with our
own group of only some eight or ten players. I am certain that some would find
their greatest joy in fighting a "track-to—track" armour battle, whilst others
desire only games 3uch as have been passed on to Wargamer's newsletter by me as
battle reports (something about one of the letter in a few lines). One of these
times perhaps we can devise a reasonable way to conduct a campaign which can include
interested parties in the U.rC. (such a3 Mr. ITorris), but at present we are doing
little but working on Ancients. Actually, It would be no trouble to play such a
campaign, for as long as the participants had the requisite equipment and opponents,
the referee could co-ordinate strategic moves and forvard battle situations to fight
out on th-j table-top as they arose. Even time would not be a factor, as air mail is
quite speedy.

On a totally different subject, I have seen Ken Bunger's troops, and I must 3ay
that he has done a ruperb job of painting. They bring envious inspection from many
who view them. T:t I cannot agree with his disappointment regarding the painting
of others* figures. Some of us just do not like to paint, others have not the time
to do so. In any ease ---r.y will agree with my views on the subject: Wargame troops
take a beating in play, :o "show troops" have no place on a table unless their owner
wishes to be continually refurbishing them. I would rather have figures that were
a bit sloppy, for then I do not worry about what is happening to their paint job and
can concentrate on playing the game ... after all, that's what the troops are for.
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The trouble is that I do not seem to be able to find time lately to even do a sloppy
job of it. Anyway, Guidon Game3 have released a set of 18th Century rules by Leon
Tucker (one of the authors of TRACTICS) entitled GROSSTAKTIK, and this might stimu
late interest here sufficiently to provide some opponents for Ken in the near future.

The battle report "Incident at Peaeto Grande" was quite interesting. I was
particularly glad to have a chance to read how the rules play, for although I have
heard some good reports on the WESTERS GUHPIGHT WARGAME RULES I have had no opportun
ity to look them over. I wonder how such as Wes Hardin, Johnny Ringo, and Billy the
Kid and Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and perhaps Doc Holiday would rate out. A cam
paign game based on the events around Tombstone would really be fun, and if any of
your readers try it I hopo that the battle report will be printed."

* (recently mentioned in Newsletter).
Gary Gygax of Lake Geneva, U.S.A.

"There are three main reasons why I have given up Wargaming, and I thought that
you may be interested to know of them. The reasons are: Moral, Economic and Techni
cal.

The moral problem I have overcome, since I now believe that 8 person's actions
are alright if his motives are good, (e.g. a soldier may think it wrong to kill, but
also think it wrong to disobey orders. Thus if he is ordered to kill by a superior,
he should do so, even if somewhat regretfully).

The economic problem I have not really solved yet, as I am only 17 and still at
school. The technical problem is that of achieving realism in scale, etc., if not in
rules. With the advent of Minifigs 5mm figures, nearly all my problems have been
overcome, except for the fact that I cannot find a suitable terrain material. What
I want i3 something mouldable like sand, but which can be dyed green/brown and which
does not rot when wet, nor make a mess of clothes or carpet.

Also, I should be revising for my "A" levels instead of thinking about this sort
of thing!"

R.Prosser of Coventry.

Send 5P f°r catalo,;ue

G. R. SETOH,

25 GROVE ROAD,
LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
BEDS.

CIVIL WAR

ANCIENT GREEKS, ROMANS,

INDIANS.

NORMANS, SAXONS, NAPOI.F.ONICS.

Prices: Foot - 6 p.
Cavalry - 14p-

Postage. Orders under £5 add 10£. Over £5 free.
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"Enclosed is my cheque for £2.10p being the amount due for my re-subscription to
Wargamer's Newsletter for yet another year. It does not seem over ten years since I
discovered the existence of the Newsletter through the pages of one your books,
"Worgames" I think. I often look back at old copies of the magazine, I wonder if
those days had something which seems to be gone now, perhaps it is just nostalgia,
All the same I find I do not enjoy the hobby quite so much now as I did when I first
discovered it for myself - I think half the problem, with me anyway, is that every
thing is now put on a plate, after all there are not many periods or types not cater
ed for nowadays. The problem of where to obtain those Polish troops for my "Grande
Armee" no longer exists. I do not have to search for a suitable figure to convert
to my needs, all 1 need to do is thumb through the modelling press to find at least
half a dozen firms offering ju3t the figure I require in a variety of poses and
positions (no not that position, but no doubt even that may be catered for eventually)
It is all too easy now, and to my mind the commercialism that has put wargaming on the
map has al30 taken away some of its attraction.

Sorry about the preceding paragraph - I never intended to say any of that it
just seemed to sort of flow out, still never mind eh.

May I take this opporunity while 1 seem to be in the mood for writing, to thank
Peter McCullough of Belfast for his kind invitation to attend the meetings of .the
Irish Model Soldier Society in Belfast. Unfortunately since I am stationed down here
in Newry I shall be unable at the present time to take up the offer. Nevertheless
the gesture is very much appreciated and if the opportunity ever presents itself
again I shall be there like a shot. Once again Peter, many thanks. Also I would
like to say just for the record that since being here in Ulster many people have been
really fantastic in their efforts to make our tours of duty in the Province as happy
as possible, one instant in particular comes to mind - last Christmas in Lurgan there
were 30 many invitations from the local people that I did hear it being said that
there were just not enough soldiers there to satisfy the demand. So as you can see
although far from beinG a bed of roses here in N.Ireland there is also a bright side."

John Cook of Newry, Northern Ireland.
*******

"Mostly this is a note to right a statement made by Ken Bunger on page 7 of the
January Newsletter. 995$ of the troops which took part in the Napoleonic demonstra
tion at the Chicago Wargames Convention were owned by 3ill Garrett, my most constant
opponent. Now while Jeff Perren has some beautiful troops which I have had the
honour of commanding a few times, none of his were present at the show. The main
reason I bring this up is we are trying to get into contact with wargamers in the
Chicago area and we keep finding that publicity is shunted to the better known war
gamers.

At the present time we have four regular commanders, 4 occasional commanders
and a few very occasional commanders for our Napoleonic battles. However, things
are looking up as I have a couple on the string down here and we keep getting people
to come to"our somes at least once. We are slowly building up the group and welcome
anyone who is interested using basically Column, Line and Square rules. They may
contact me at the following address."

S.Richard Black, 1018 Samson Drive, Park Forest South,
Illinois 60466, U.S.A.

"The time ha3 come yet again to renew my subscription to your excellent magazine
which despite the boom which plagues our hobby at the moment remains the only one
readable, consistently interesting and readily available.

I was present at the recent Borodino weekend at Mi3senden and I myself found it
tho most interesting and exciting venture connected with our hobby that I have been
to since the '68 Convention. I only hope that if they decide to repeat the experi
ment in another form you will be able to give as much advance warning as last time,
for I should think that it would be soon four times overbooked. To tell the truth I
learnt very little in the way of useful historical fact that I could not have easily
found in the books available but the wargame itself which I had expected to be just
a Bimulntion more exciting than anything I have played in the last three years. The
terrain was disappointing and the rules were a little too elementary even for my
simple tastes, but all this was excusable.. With the number of the uninitiated pre
sent and I think the rules from Charge! far more suited to a Seven Year3 War conflict.
Still it worked and I doubt if there were many who found the battle at all tedious .
The major point was the obvious difference between us who take wargames seriously and
the professionals, who look upon it as just an unrealistic game. Such events must be
encouraged and can only help the hobby to remain fresh." S.D.Sole of Sussex.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF SPRIUGSVILLE 186?

by

A.Gra ingor

Each side had equal forces; the Di.lon had:-

6th Massachusetts (Skirmisher Regt).
17th New Hampshire

4th Illinois
8th New Jersey
3rd Iowa
A sqn 2nd New York Cavalry
B sqn 2nd New York Cavalry
1 Field Artillery Battery

Confederate Forces:- Charleston Zouaves (Skirmisher regt)
6th South Carolina
1st Texas

4th Texas
5th Texas
A sqn 5th Alabama Cavalry
B sqn 5th Alabama Cavalry
1 Field Artillery battery (Hart's S.C. battery).

The Union approached from the East and the Confederates from the West.

wo'-n W Hexe gg? Gut^Ai FC-vc

Y&WC ft

At the beginning of the battle each side deployed large numbers of its troops.
The Union pushed their skirmishers towards Smith's Ridge and sent the 17th New
Hampshires and the 3rd Iowa towards Benner Hill. The artillery emplaced itself ju3t
across the road from Benner Hill. However, it was the cavalry which fought the
first action. A squadron 2nd New York Cavalry swung off the road behind Benner Hill,
headed West again and went through the gate in the stone wall and attacked Stuart's
Hill. B squadron went straight along the road and turned into the gateway opposite
the barn.

The Confederates, of course, had not been idle. They sent A squadron 5th
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Alabama towards the farm and they arrived there before the Union skirmishers. Mean
while B squadron had dismounted on Stuart's Hill and were preparing to resist the
Union cavalry. The Union B Squadron going through the gate on the road received
heavy carbine fire from both the Confederates on the hill and in the barn. It
attempted to climb the hill but fell back through the gate and fled back down the
road, having suffered 'normous casualties. Even the Union General could not halt
their flight. A squadron 2nd New York however had escaped most of the fire and
managed to engage the Confederate line on Stuart's Hill. The Confederates suffered
heavier ies and had to fall back but as the Unions came onto the crest of ".he
hill they saw below them the Charleston Zcuave3 and despite the attempted support of
the Union artillery they, too, fled back down the road, the Union General and their
own light casualties notwithstanding. This abortive attack deprived the Unions of
their cavalry arm.

Tho other Confederate infantry unixs were also moving up. While the Charleston
Zouaves moved up behind Stuart's Hill the 4 r.h Texas moved into the wood south of the
hill and the 6th South Carolinas took up a position near the church. The 5th Texas
followed by the l3t Texas advanced to the wall west of the sheds and waited there
for some time. The artillery omplaced itself just east of Burton Hill so that it
could fire down the road. It did, in fact, fire on some Union infantry on the road
at the far end of Spring Wocd. The battery was however soon moved to a point between
the northern edge of Stuart's Hill and the road. The Union artillery also moved
position and emplaced itself on Benner Hill.

The second phase of the battle was about to begin. The Confederate cavalry on
Stuart's Hill withdrew to the rear and the Charleston Zouaves took their place. In
addition the 4th Texas formed up in the wood south of the hill. Two Union regiments,
the 17th Mew Hampshire and the 3rd Iowa, had appeared. The 17th Hew Hampshires form
ed up behind the stone wall in front of Benner Hill and the 3rd Iowa formed up on the
front slopes of the hill. Together with the Union artillery they engaged in a fire
with the Confederates which went en for some time.

While this was going on south of the road the Union skirmishers (6th Massachu
setts) were trying to drive the Confederates out of the farm. The wooded, hilly
terrain hindered them in this but as they outnumbered the Confederates 4 to 1 they
should have acted more boldly. As it was the skirmishers were about to deliver the
final attack when the 5th Texas, followed by the 1st Texas, launched an attack across
the field. The skirmishers hurriedly formed up behind the wall running north of the
farm. In fact, only half the regiment was there, the rest were still attacking the
barn. However, tired as they were, tho half-regiment at the wall utterly smashed
the 5th Texas. However, the 1st Texas managed to blast the Union's with a volley
and the regiment had to fall back with heavy losses. The 1st Texas stayed behind the
wall. The Union artillery, however, had set fire to the barn and the Confederate

cavalry, having done their job, withdrew. The final incident in this area was when
the 4th Illinois appeared or. top of Smith's Ridge, thinking that the Unions still
held the wall. The Confederates fired 0 volley and they withdrew with some loss.
The remnants of the 5th Texas had, by now, fled completely.

South of the road the situation had changed little. The Unions had managed to
destroy the Confederate artillery and the 4th Texas had been withdrawn into reserve
behind Stuart's Hill. The 17th New Hampshires launched a half-hearted attack on the
hill but the movement only brought them heavy casualties. Therefore, at the beginn
ing of the third and final phase of the battle the Confederate helri tho wall in the
north and Stuart's Hill. Both positions wore very strong. The Union commander sent
the fresh 8th New Jersey u- the road, to be followed later by the 3rd Iowa and/or the
4th Illinois. These regiments were to get into the rear of the Confederates ir. the
farm area and destroy them.

The 8th New Jersey had reached the blazing barn when the remaining Confederate
cavalry charged down the read, followed by a swiftly moving, open-ordered 6th South
Carolina. Despite artillery fire und musketry the cavalry drove back the 8th New
Jersey to a point level with Bsnner Hill. By now the 6th South Carolina was by the
farm and there was a fire fight all the way across the battlefield. Night came,
however, and the Confederates withdrew as they had lost their artillery. Also, the
cavalry had routed at the end of the battle.

The battle was indecisive besause of the superiority of the defence and the
relatively narrow front.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Philip J. Haythornthwaite

With reference to Mr. Perry's article in Newsletter No. 132; as it is my article
in No. 126 to which I think Mr. Perry is referring, I wonder whether I might be
allowed the opportunity of a reply.

Of course, much of what Mr. Perry says is correct; the British lower classes
were far more prosperous than their European counterparts; but to attribute the
higher morale of the British troops to this fact alone is, I think, a little rash to
say the least.

It is not the prosperity of nations that ultimately has an effect on the field
of battle; it is the morale of the individual soldier, without which the finest
equipment and the greatest military genius comes to nothing. Morale, though influ
enced by innumerable "immediate" factors, must be based upon the indefinite quality
of "national character"; how that character is formed over many centuries is another
matter, not for discussion here. (T^is is not an example of neo-Victorian "jingoism";
it applies equally, for example, to the incredible resilience of the Russian army in
1812).

No one would call the 3ritish cavalr. "the best in the world"; man for man their
morale was higher, but they had the unfortunate tendency to charge "like fox hunters"
(to use Wellington's phrase) at the first target, and not return until they them
selves had been cut to pieces. As to the question of better mounts, it is dangerous
to generalise; I am sure that the 14th Light Dragoons would have been delighted to
hear that "The British Army had plenty of money to spend on Uor3es" when they were
issued with mounts previously rejected by the Irish Commissariat Corps as too broken-
down for service! I presume Mr. Perry refers to the action at Benevente when he men
tions the 10th Hussars, the suocess undoubtedly being due to the commonsense of Lord
Paget - and the spirited way in which the 10th responded.

To call the British troops "supermen" is of course ridiculous, and was a point
made in my last article. In spite of their numerous failings, however, the British
proved themselves superior. Naturally, when led by a military genius, and well-
equipped and supplied, morale will bo high - but the knowledge that he was more pros
perous than a Spanish peasant would have little effect on a man marching to almost
certain death at the breach at Badajoz, or holding an isolated and hopeless position
like the bridge of Vera. The vital test of morale is when things are going badly;
never did a "sauve qui peut" set in as with the French army at Waterloo. Discipline
broke down on the retreat to Corunna, certainly, but there wa3 no lack of enthusiasm
to rejoin the colours when the French came into view. Military genius and dynamic
leadership had no effect amid the carnage of Albuhera. The simple fact is that the
British soldier was superior in morale and therefore, given an equal proficiency in
arms, superior on the field of battle on a "man to man" basis. When the British were
superior in the handling of their arms in addition, coupled with the leadership of a
largely benevolant officer class, at regimental level with men like Colborne and
Beckwith, and at staff level like Moore and Hill, and the genius of Wellington, the
combination was unbeatable.

One cannot explain the superiority of morale by the Industrial Revolution; in
fact, although this laid the foundations for Britain's great prosperity in the 19th
century, it made the conditions of much of the lower classes even more wretched thsn
before. Morale is a complex mixture of centuries of influences upon a nation as a
whole, and the "immediate" influences of the individual campaign. I would not
attempt to trace the course of development of "national character" of any nation; I
think all one needs for the task in hand is to accept that, generally speaking, the
British soldier was much superior in morale to the remainder of Europe; what he lacked
in French panache he more than compensated for by his unfailing reliability and in
defatigable courage.

(After months of research for my book 'Wargames Through the A;es" (Horse and Musket
period) I find myself in complete agreement with the above - it is about time we
British waved the flag again! D.F.F.).
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A MANUFACTURER ON CONVENTIONS

by

Mary Gammago

(of Rose Miniatures)

I was not sure whether I should address this to you or to Stephen Reed, but de
cided in favour of you as tho more die-interested (NOT un-intercsted!) party, and
also as Editor of Wargamer's Newsletter.

These are just a few thoughts from the manufacturer's point of view re Conven
tions. We have already had invitations to participate in two this year - the first
in Sheffield in March and tho second at Leicester in October. The first thing which
hits the eye is the disparity in the charge Tor stands, even allowing for the
Leicester do being a two-day event! Whether we shall be asked to take part m the
Birmingham affair, I do not know. But this leads on to the matter of time.

Stephen Reed thinks it could run to three or four days: I cannot speak for the
wargamers themselves, but please assure him that the manufacturers would be VERY
hard pressed to release staff for this length of time. It is only by giving up
their precious weekends that they manage to support tho events already going. Hence
their concern at the apparent multiplying of such gatherings.

We did not attend the Leicester Convention last year as it came when we were in
the middle of moving and this combined with staff holidays made it quite impossible
to spare anyone. So I cannot speak about this at all. But the Birmingham one the
previous Autumn had many problems for makers. For instance, there were no facili
ties for food, and it was only by co-opting the chap next door to keep an eye on
ones stand that I personally was able to get away for even ten minutes, as there
were people milling around all the time - not necessarily buying, but just milling
around. Also, there was quite a bother about getting the trade room locked up over
night, so that we did not have to remove all our stuff and then set it up again the
next morning. The Convention went on until (I believe) ten at night, on the Satur
day, but there was no organisation announcement re the availability of trading at
certain hours. In other words, we put our heads together, dug in our heels and said
that we were packing up at 7 o'clock, as we felt we had done our stint for one day,
having been there since about 11 in the morning. But for all anyone else cared we
could have sat there until 10, and no doubt people would have continued milling
around right up to the last. In case you react to the above by saying well, surely
there was a second person to man the stall some of the time - in my case No, I did
it on my own. Some of the others - Hinchliffe, MinFigs, etc., had more people, but
here again, if we come to a prolonged event wo have to pay for accommodation and
meals for however many staff attend, as well as overtime for the actual work. I do
not now remember how I finished up at Birmingham, but my recollection is that it
was financially worth it for just me, but would certainly not have been for more
than one person. , , ...

If all this sounds like a moan, well it isn't really, but * felt that wargamers
in general and organiser in particular should bear in mind the problems of those
they expect to back them up. As I am sure YOU know, there is precious little profit
in wargame scale figures. In fact WE consider that our 55mm range carries our 25mm
models. So, although we always try to back up any ventures, there are certain
factors which make it very difficult and other which militate strongly against our
doing so.

Bfl/fVO /V£W RBai-ISM AND SKILl
IVITH OUR NZW

TO Yoa/l C-A ME S

NAPOLEON I_C

\a/ARgPiiDE RUL££
CPROFCSSI0Nl\LLy pRirJTTO AMD Bout/p)

Special FenrukfS include details of org-ahisatioivs

AND FORM AriotJS For THE MAToP. coMBATA/vTS

GOp (.Post f/?ef)
C i7 ft FFO 53 Salvington Hill, High Salvington,
6'* ' Worthing, BN13



Model Mi 11 (aire
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSfERS

M A I ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm. 10 each x 25mm
MA 2 GREEK 12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 1 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS.CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

MM 3 CROSSES. LABELS

M M 4 CHEQUY . L02ENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS (18151 SELF ADHESIVE

id 92nd FOOTRl I

Rl 2

1st GUARDS. 1st 4th. 23rd. 32nd

2nd GUARDS. 3rd. 14th. 27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

P&P 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p.then 1p extra per item

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING

40P

4QP

30P

NOW-ANCIENTS in 15 mm
A new and exciting range of individual quality metal figures in 15 mm from PETER LAING
15 mm is an ideal scale for wargaming and dioramas

4p

GREEKS + PERSIANS
(CIRCA 500 BC)

F401 Greek Hopllte •
F402 Persian Immortal 4p
F403 Mode Infantry, with spoar and shiotd 4p
F404 Persian infantry, with spoar 4p
F405 Grook archor. knoeling 4p
F406 Thracian Poltost. with spoar and

shield 4p
M401 Persian horsoman. horso walking 6p
M402 Greek horseman, horse walking 8p

" spoar not supplied

OTHER RELEASES

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

1313 Oncer, lino ct

F3I« Pnvalo. lino o

F315 Private, grcn

F3I6 Private. Ugh!

MAIBURIANS

FI2I Grenad..

- F203 Unarmoufed Sascn. with sword.
*' standing
4p F210 Saracen, w.th spear, standing
. M704 Mounted armoured Saracen
4p M70S Mounted Saracen archer, gallop.
4p MZ06 Norman In.gM. on rearing hers.

From:PETER LAING. 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY. SOUTrlBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE WELLS. KENT TN4 OUB
(Post B Packing Bin. Orders ur> to CI—12p; E2—t4p: E3—16p: C4—18p: over CS posl 'nt»l
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rWt /,HEJU:cv.rV SCBiyti

by

Gary Ojrgax.

Carefully planned games with mixed forces, hidden units and unknown objectives
can go smash. I offer the following example:-

Mike Reese planned a game he was to judge involving two teams and a third player
whose role neither side knew. Our OB'3, situations and objectives were well detailed,
all being given to us well in advance so we could carefully prepare our strategy. As
I was the German CO., the relating of what then transpired will necessarily be from
that standpoint. My subordinate and I carefully landscaped the sand table in accord
ance with the map, and I took the time to build a road block (moveable-arm), guard
shack and pier. The area was a narrow peninsula on the French coast, with a fishing
village at the point, with a small but sheltered harbour. A winding dirt road ran
the length of the Bpit of land to where the guard house and entanglements (including
dragon's toeth) sealed the place off. A central hill, well wooded, contained an
ultra-secret Radar installation. The north coast was covered by several pill boxes
and there were a sprinkling of these defenses along the road. As the place was
accessible from three sides by sea, and a "convoy of French labourers" was due at the
usual hour of 7.30 a.m., things looked pretty grim - of course there were always
paratroops to worry about too! Obviously the Allies knew there was something special
there, for they had observed the place and bombed it recently.

Unknown to me, the Allies knew almost exactly our strength and dispositions
(damn Resistance!). However, we took the usual precautions which threw them off
stride: one of the pill boxes was faced the opposite direction as would be expected,
and as the structures were camouflaged or disguised as buildings, only direct assault
would reveal this ruse. The vehicles in the wooded vehicle park were dispersed to
key points, with fire teams in support. "Minen" signs were placed to decoy the enemy
into fields swept by machinegun fire. Warning devices of tin cans strung on wire
were hung at likely spots. Finally, all men were placed on special alert, fed a hot
meal and benzadrine at midnight, and put out on constant patrols unless stationed in
a strong point. The areas which received special attention were the ones most
difficult to land, for I am suspicious...

Things then started to go wrong for the attackers. They dropped paratroops just
before first light, and they were badly scattered in the process. Some tripped the
warning wires at the vehicle park, and a fire-fight developed. (They eventually took
the place, capturing the sum total of two amphibious VW's). A force of Commandos
also l.-mded B± this time, and at first light they attempted to take a pair of pill
boxes in the rear. Imagine their surprise when the side of one dropped and mg 34
fire greeted them! To add to their pleasure, a quad 20mm opened up from a copse of
woods where I had placed it for just such an event, and that took care of that. Of
course, the Allies had some men near the halftrack with the quad, but they ran smack
into the support and were shot down. (The mine warnings were ignored, by the way,
for they had word we had none). On the northern beaches things looked very bad,
however, for naval fire had wiped out all of the fortifications, silencing some 88's
before they ever, got a round off. But as some landing craft approached, a recently
sited battery of 150mm howitzers opened up, and before long hit and sunk one of the
barges. (We later were informed it contained all of the infantry coming to rein
force the men previously landed). The remainder of the landing craft then turned
back.

As these events were happening a convoy of miscellaneous light AFV's arrived at
tho check point, and informed the startled sentry that Herr Feld Marschal Rommel was
here to inspect the installation! Despite the attack, Rommel insisted on proceeding
- the main assault from the north was yet a turn away at this time - and he was just
approaching the radar site when hell really broke loose. He was rushed up the hill
to a place of relative safety, but a3 it panned out was never really in danger. When
the transport barges turned away the Germans quickly mopped up the remaining invaders,
and tho whole affair was over. The Allies were to have captured the secret equipment,
or at worst to have totally wrecked it, but they did not even come close to success.
The Germans took a few losses, but won the game on all accounts. While it was enjoy
able from our standpoint, it lasted only four or five turns - say an hour or so. Pre-

C0HTIH0ED ON PAGS 19
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Books

SOLO-WARGAiTrHiVG
Donald Feathcrstone

(8jn x 6}"; 192 pages? 60 illustrations, Kaye and .Yard, London. £2.40p).

A new book by Don Feather3tone is always an ea ;erly awaited event, and his latest
offering is a "must" for all wargamers. As the title indicates it is designed prin
cipally, but by no means exclusively for those practitioners of the hobby who either
by circumstance or by choice have no ready supply of opponents and who in consequence
set up their battlefields, deploy both armies and 'battle' against themselves. As
the author points out, if this activity is confined to 'set piece' battles where in
evitably the plans of both sides are known in advance to the opposing Generals in
their composite form, then eventually a feeling of staleness and frustration may de
velop. With his customary combination of the thoughtful, the practical and the in
genious the author demonstrates the perfect feasibility of placing two hats (or
helmets) on one head and explores every possibility for introducing into the solo
player's game those elements of chance and uncertainty so essential to the table-top
battle. He deals in detail with such matters as concealment, continuous combat,
weather, couriers, morale, postal games and even complete wargame campaigns, with
sets of maps, war diaries and the rest - all for the solo player.

Apart from a wealth of ingenious ideas which breathe life into what could other
wise become a rather sterile exercise the book contains some very sound and encourag
ing advice on the general psychological approach to solo wargaming. It is written
in tho author's usual easy, but informed style laced with anecdotes and personal ob
servations which will appeal to every wargamer. Tho chapters entitled 'The Press
Gang' and 'Wargaming in Bed' found a particular echo in my own experience.

The text is liberally interspersed with excellent table-top photographs which I
found particularly pleasing as many of them had as their subject the progress of an
expedition on the North-West Frontier at the end of the last century - a period and
locale which I am sure I am not alone in finding of the utmost fascination.

I know that this is a book which will be seized on avidly by the 'lonely war-
gamer' everywhere but I must emphasise that apart from its specialist appeal it is
an extremely readable and stimulating contribution to the literature of wargaming
and one that should be read and enjoyed by every devotee of the hobby. Even if you
are a member of a thriving club and have no lack of opponents you will find that the
occasional evening spent looking at both sides of a problem and playing it through
on the lines indicated in this book, even if it does not woo you to solo gaming com
pletely will certainly sharpen your game and make you a more formidable antagonist.

(A.J.Mitchell).

(This book can be obtained through Wargamer's Newsletter, personally inscribed
to yourself and signed by the author - £2.60pj #7.20 U.S.A./Canada.)

THE CRIMBAH WAR by P..L.V.ffrench Blake.
12 maps. Paperback - Sphere Books - 60p).

(7?" x 5"; 181 pages; 16 illustrations;

This is the soft covered edition of the book put out in the Concise Campaigns
Series published by Leo Cooper at £3.50 as recently as last year. I thoroughly en-
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joyed this book and considered it gave a fresh but most interesting account of this
perhaps over-written campaign. At this price (the beautiful coloured painting on the
cover is almost worth it.) it is a very good buy.

MILITARY UNIFORMS OF BRITAIN AND TH." EMPIRE by Major R.M.Barnes. (7?" x 5";
347 page3; dozens of black-and-white and coloured illustrations. Sphere paperback -
C1.25P).

This is a paperback edition of a very well known book that was, for many years,
the mainstay of the wargamer and military collector seeking information on military
uniforms and equipment of 3ritain and the Empire. Originally published in I960, in
hardback it holds a place on tho bookshelves of practically every wargamer of those
days. Packed full of information, aided by the literally dozens of illustrations
(many of them in colour) at such a low price this book should not be missed.

'DECLINE AND FALL' - A Review of the Game

by

Robin Merson

The year is 575 ».D. The Roman Empire has had its day. The Barbarians have
never heard of birth control and are breeding rapidly. Soon they will be strong
enough to burst through the weakening frontier. Do you think you can hold them off
for a few hours? Then take charge of the Roman forces in the board game 'Decline
and Fall', the latest offering from the Wargames Research Group. As the Roman
commander you have the trickiest ta3k of all the players, but if you learn the best
tactics and have a bit better than average luck with the dice you can just about hold
your own for the 15 turns of the game. If you want to win without having to think
too hard then take charge of the Huns. You start with only three very powerful
pieces, plus a command unit, and must attack the Goths from the East with great
vigour. If you survive the first counter-attack without loss (don't forget to use
the marshes conveniently provided!) you will eventually win more often than not. If
you can find two idiots to play the parts of the Goths and Vandals do so by all means.
But contrary to other reviewers I think the best balance is achieved by allowing the
weaker player to combine the Goths and Vandals and make it a three-person game.

Those of you who have tried the Avalon Hill and other similar Battle Games will
be wondering how this first British effort compares. Well, the board is neat and
colourful, the pieces are larger and easier to handle, and there are less of them
than in the standard Avalon Hill set-up. The Rules are not as clear as they might
be. No mention of Command Units is made in the Initial Deployment and we have argued
whether the Goth Command Units can be placed in the marshes at the start. But then
there are always arguments, even with the best-written Rules. Once mastered, and it
doe3 not take long, the game =oves along pretty fast and the ebb and flow is quite
exciting. You can get through in about 3n hours, which is more than can be said for
the Avalon Hill games, though luck playe a bigger part and you won't find it as ab
sorbing as, say, Anzio (my favourite!).

The presentation is very professional - except for the 'box', which disintegrates
on sight - and the price (£3•75p), though somewhat more than other British board
games, is considerably less than you have to pay for imported games. Thoroughly
recommended as a change from your normal wargaming, but don't forget, it is not a
game for two people!

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Tape 23.

scratchbuilding numerous tank3 and guns plus reviews of books, new kits, etc.

THE VEDETTE - Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors of America - Decem
ber 1972. -I'icely produced and, contains articles en wargaming and Airfix conversions
plu3 details of a Russian Horse Grenadier Regiment 1900 plus an excellent account of
"ilitary Museums in France with valuable details for a military .^lobe-trotter like
myself and my friends of the Wessex Military Society!

********

THE AMERICAN SCENE - Continued from Page 17.

parations took the better part of several days". We ended up fighting a scratch en
gagement across the same terrain in order to save the balance of the day. Of course,
I still garner some 3mall satisfnotion reminding my opponents about the affair, but...
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MUST

LIST
In the March edition of the Newsletter, I re

viewed the "Colonial Skirmish Wargame Rules 1850-
1900" by Mike Blake, Steve Curtis, Ian Colwill and
Ted Herbert and at that time I said that I thought
I would be in a better position to give a descript
ion of their use after I had been to Bristol and
actually taken part in games under their control.
That enjoyable event ha3 taken place and, as I
thought, I can now complete my critique in the Marc::
Newsletter. Without any hesitation whatsoever I can
say that, in practice and with only a modicum of ex
perience, these seemingly involved rule3 become
simplicity itself. With our gang of novices split
up amongst the intellectuals who devised the rules,
the game was admittedly a little halting and hesi
tant whilst various factors were explained (and I
argued with Mike Blake about the fantastic cowboy of his who could direct his faze
round corners and through buildings to see a professional gun-slinger of mine steal
ing up an alley in the rear of the local sheriff). When grooved by use, these rules
will certainly provide a convincing, realistic and thoroughly enjoyable method of
fighting individualised wargames. As a sort of an encore, we were shown a little rcan-
to-man .combat when a sun-helmeted, scarlet coated British soldier with rifle and
bayonet took on a Pathan with a wicked curved sabre and a small circular 3hield. Every
inch of my Colonial enthusiasms told me that the long, bayonet-tipped Martini-Henry
rifle would bo more than a match for this unkempt character but events convincingly
proved that when their weapons first crossed the Pathan's shield deflected the bayonet
to one side, throwing the 3oldier off balance and making him an easy prey for a side-
way sweep of the razor-sharp sabre. My mind boggles at all the scope offered by these
rule3 and in the Bristol meeting held on the 24th March (yet to take place at the time
this is being written) there is a wargame being fought under normal rules with close
quarter hand-to-hand fighting being conducted under these Colonial Skirmish Rules.

One of the things I like about wargaraing is that it brings out the little boy in
all of us and even in ny middle-age I was delighted to find that I still possessed
sufficient enthusiaam to come rushing back from Bristol and, impatiently let Sunday
pass whilst I waited for the toy shops to open on Monday morning, when I bought up
all the Britains "Deetail"; Swoppets and Tirapo 54mm cowboys. I have repainted them
so as to give them a more realistic appearance than their bright blue or red sombreros
allowed and tomorrow night we do our first Western Gunfight, using the Colonial
Skirmish Wargame Rules! My son, who is fast getting the idea, found n boy at school
who, having reached the age of 11 years, was too old for the 3ritains and Timpo Wild
West buildings with which he had played in his youth, so a deal was struck and, after
taking £1.50 to school, my son returned with a carrier bag full of lovely houses and
scenery for our future Western Gunfight activities. It is of such things that a war-
gamer's life is made and, remembering that one is only as old as one feels, then this
is the fabric of life that keeps us young when our appearance and our cynical vives
would hove us old and dignified!

Oh, and I forgot to mention that if you want a set of these Colonial Skirmish
Wargame Rules then they can be obtained from Stove Curtis, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol
3S8 2TA, England, for only £1 including postage and packing (#5.50 includes surface
mail to U.S. and British bank charges). The essential 20-sided percentage dice that
go such a long way towards making these rules successful, are available from Steve
Curtis at the above address and the price i3 30p per set (#2.60 U.S.A. inclusive air
mail).

Warrior Metal Miniatures of 23 Grove Road, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire, (who
regularly advertise in this magazine) make model soldiers in the same way as I turn
out this magazine - as a "cottage industry"! Therefore when I receive in almost
successive weeks, different packages of new figures they have turned out then I am
very conscious of all the hard work that has gone into maintaining such a relatively
prolific output whilst no doubt working at some completely different sort of job for
most of the hours of each day. Last month I reported on their Normans, Saxons and
Goths and now I have received a nice little package containing samples of Thirty
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Years (or could be English Civil War) figures. These include a fine cavalryman, a
pikeman and two musketeers, one loading and one firing - all are wearing helmets with
face masks which, when painted up, will give them the characteristically grotesque
appearance of soldiers of this period. Frankly, the detail of these figures is per
haps not up to the same standard as those of Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe or
Stadden but then their designer, G.R.Seaton, has not yet got in anything like as many
years of experience as Dick Higgs, Peter Gilder and Charles Stadden respectively. To
balance this up, the figures are priced at a slightly lower rate than most - 6p for
four figures and 14p for cavalry including horses (plu3 10$ for postage).

If you turn to the inside front cover of thi3 magazine each month you will find,
just as surely as night turn3 into day, that it will bear a full page advert of
Miniature Figurines Limited whose owner Neville Dickinson has been oux most ardent
supporter and publicist. Being a shrewd lad, Neville long ago realised that the most
interesting wargaming advertisements are those which vary each month and bear a story
that is as much worth reading as any other page of the magazine. This month is no
exception and, if anything, is even more exciting than usual! These new 15mm (2^mm
to the foot) Napoleonic wargames figures are incredibly detailed and at lOp a strip
of five infantry or three cavalry horses and the riders, bring wargaming down to a
much cheaper level. Miniature Figurines plan "Command" strips which will have two
officers, two drummers and an ensign for the infantry and an officer, drummer and a
standard bearer for the cavalry. Six horse gun-teams with gun Bnd limber at 40p the
lot are a very attractive buy. Painted up, this scale is most impressive and while
it does not quite allow the 1-for-l battalion scale wargames suggested in last
month's "Must List", they do provide a reasonable mid-point for the wargamer who can
not get excited about the minute blocks of figures and is hard pushed to find the
cash for the 25mm range.

Every month finds a new Hinchliffe Models advert in this magazine, each Hating
the latest figures produced by this prolific organisation. Their rate of work is ao
high that they are hard pressed to find time for such necessities of life as eating,
sleeping, affectionately patting the wife's cheek and sending sample figures to
Wargamer's Newsletter. This means that I have not seen any of their latest figures
but, knowing their standards and being familiar with the permanent and inimitible
excellence of their range, I am certain that their latest British Colonial; French
Napoleonic; Personality figures and Ancient range, to say nothing of three new styles
of 25mm Prussian gun plus a 20mm German World W0r II Hanomag 251/1 plu3 a 54°™
British Napoleonic R.H.A. mounted officer are all of the highest standards and will
grace any collection.

Individualised wargaming has produced a need for 54mm figures which, perhaps un
wittingly, Britains are doing a great deal to nolve! Their latest Deetail range in
cludes some fine mounted Turk3 of about the 16th or 17th century in addition to other
periods already issued in this range. The German firm of Merten put out some fine
1:A5~~' scale German Landsknechts obtainable from Walter Merten, 1 Berlin 42 Tempelhof,
Industrie3trasse 25, G0rmany. And it is perhaps needless to remind wargamers of the
superb 40 and 54mm plastic figures put out by ElsstoliB (0. and M. Hausser)and ob
tainable from various sources in England - one that comes to mind i3 Harrods of
Knightsbridge, London. The forts made by Elastolin are superb examples of those solid
looking structures that abounded in Germany in the middle ages and can still be seen
if you know where to look.

The recent Toy Fairs in Brighton and Nuremberg have revealed all sorts of excit
ing item3 that will shortly be available in the shops. Airfix have a new range of
tins of enamel at 7p o--ch or sets at 17p with a range of 48 different colours in
matt and gloss. Airfix are 8I30 producing 1/76 scale Battle Front series of kits
consisting of an Allied Attack Force Set 1 - Churchill/Sherman tank kit plus 40
commando figures and a neatly moulder diorama beachhead base, together with battle-
plans and maps relating to the history of D-Day 1944 and the beach battle. The
second set is made up of German defence forces to oppose the landing and includes
75mm Fanther tank, -18 German infantry figures with a different diorama terrain base
plus battle maps and historical notes. It is intended to issue an Allied Attack
Force for the 8th Army which includes the Lee-Grant tank kit plus a 25-pdr gun and
limber with 48 8th Army figures and a diorama base and battle plans with an "enemy"
provided by a German force of armoured car and tank kit plus Afrika Korps figures
with a diorama base and historical notes. Also coming are the Grenadiers of the
Imperial Guard and British Line Infantry (the Coldstream Guards) 1815 in 1:72 scale
although there are reports that are being produced and/or in 1:32 scale. The latest
Airfix catalogue includes news of a 1:76 scale Matilda tank Mark II and in their
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polythene ready-made series in the same 3cale are the Russian T34 tank; the Sherman
M4M4 tank and the German "elefant" tank. Naval wargamers will be interested to hear
of a new range of kits to 1:1200 scale water line models - the first three to be the
Bian arck,, H.M.S, Hood and H.M.S.Cossack. Really up-to-date "modernist" wargamers
will be interested in the Airfix 1,72 scale Cessna 0-1E Bird Dog which gave excell
ent clo3e support to ground troops in Vietnam.

I have never said very much in these pages about Japanese plastic kits of tanks,
etc., probably because nobody has ever sent me any details of them. However, I read
that Fujimi are putting out a new range of plastic kits in 1:76 scale which includes
the Matilda Ml: VI and the Sherman M4 and the German infantry 3et of ten figures and
a German U8mm anti-tank gun. Eidai, another Japanese firm imported by A.J.Hales Ltd
of Leicester, are putting out a range of 1:76 scale armoured vehicles which includes
the Puma armoured car /25l/l Hanomag, Kubelwagen with tent and figures; SdKfz7 half
track; 88mm -run; 20mm anti-aircraft gun set; PzKpfW IV; Sturmgeschutz IV and Panzer
IV with /..;.. gun set and Panzer IV with 20mm gun set. rutting out 1/72 scale kits
are the Japanese firm of Hasegawa which includes among other item6 the M III Stuart

tanr-. which has long been desired by wargamers fighting '.'estern Desert campaigns
where thie "Honey" tank w-s a notable performer even if greatly out-gunned and out-

• icd by its German opponents.

Do you fancy castin." your own figures - and who doesn't - and who hasn't? Making
..-.oulds, whether they be in plaster of Paris or in one of the Silastomer mixtures is
not the easiest of things and now we have available in thi3 country for th" first
time the Gifor /;ould-Your-0wn-Sold'ier kit turning out firures (which seem to be 40
mm) in a semi-flat style. The I3riti3h agents are K. and G. Marketing Limited, 8
Front Street, Cullercoatea, North Shields, Northumberland, from whom a brochure can
be obtained.

:'rom the Conflict Game Company, 1.0.Box 2071, West Lafayette, Indiana -;7906,
.. I have received inforrv..-': on about their latest output of board wargames.

The;: have available Verdun and now announce Kasserine Pass a World ..'ar II armour
•ami it battalion level which f-iatures a unique double die combat results table

hny claim really captures the true uncertainty of battle. They have in the
jipe-line 0V.-.RL0RD, a regimental level Normandy campaign game covering the period
June 6th to September 1st in three day increments. I have no information about an
English supplier of these -amea but they would seemingly be obtained from The
Squadron Shop, 23500 John ii., Hazel lark, Mich. 46CJO, U.S.A., Lowry's Hobbies,
•-•;ioi C, Belfast, ,;ainc 04915. K.3.A. or Coulter-Bennett, 12158 Hamlin St., North
ixllywood, Calif. '1606, U.S.A., or from the Scale Model Shop at Lafayette, Indiana.

Still on boardgame3,Simul-"itions I'ublica tions (U.K.), 7 Alexander Drive, Tiraper-
ley, Altrincham, Cheshire, WAlJj 6NF, tell me that they can supply some interesting-
sounding new games incluuin-; BREAKOUT AND PURSUIT dealing with D-Day and later;
AMERICAN REVOLUTION; /ILDERNaSS CAMPAIGN 1664; and RED STAR/WHITS STAR which is a
game dealing with a possible future war between Soviet ;'nion and America. These
English Agents of an American group have also a number of other games in stock and
will be pleased to let you know about them for a S. . .

I hear that the recent B.B.C./T.V. production Colditz has resulted in a board-
game of the same name which is due out later in the year.

My friend Jack Mansfield whose lively publication SIGNAL is the current issue
of a bi-weekly newspaper covering the military hobby field and obtainabl from TO
Box 830, CFP0 5056, Ontario, Canada - European subscribers PO Box 330, CFPO 5056,
757 Baden Baden 1, West Germany, can also supply some pocketbook size games at
#2.50 each which could bring boardgaming into railway and air journeys etc! The
only snag is at the moment they are in German!

From Bivouac Books Limited, 25 Earl Street, London EC2, I have received their
latest offering 3I3LI0GRAPHICS. These consist of large wall charts, in this case
of the Vickers machinegun .30 calibre Colt M 1915 drawn on a large wall chart to
gether with historical and technical data. The second of them is the two sheet set
of wall charts of the General Stuart Mk III light tank MJA1. Tho chart also con
tains technical and historical data. Then there is a similarly sized wall chart of
the armoured car Daimler Mk I with historical and technical data. These sets sell

at 70p per set which seems very expensive although there ia no doubt th:'t a lot of
work and research has been put into them and, if it is something in which you are
interested then you will no doubt pay it and be happy.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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AEROSPACE HISTORIAN - December 1972. If you are interested in air wargaming and
military aircraft then you are probably already familiar with this beautifully pro
duced magazine - if not then you certainly ought to get with it! There are 55 large
Dages each containing at least one historical photograph of an aircraft or air combat
and when I tell you that it is produced by the same team who put out that high stand
ard American magazine MILITARY AFFAIRS, then you know its worth. Published in March,
June, September and December by the Department of History, Kansas State University,
Kansas 665O6, U.S.A.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - April 1973. In addition to a great deal about aircraft, this edi
tion contains articles on Military Modelling; Ancient Warships (the Roman bireme);
54mm figures Charge of the Light Brigade and a 10th Hussar 1879; Converting Airfix
model railway buildings into wargames houses by Terence Wise; plus reviews of the
latest kits, books, etc.

3ATTLSFLEET - The Naval Wargames Society Magazine - Vol.6: No.7- Contains an inter
esting article on the paperwork involved in wargaming; height of masts on Napoleonic
vessels; plus reviews of books, ships, etc.

THE BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH MODEL SOLDIER SOCIETY - February 1973- Nicely produced
and increased in 3ize, includes articles on latest model soldiers, books, magazines,
military records, etc., plus articles on heraldry; The Italian Horse Artillery 1900;
Organisation of the Roman Army; Swiss Regiments in French Service; Wargames - 1910
Style.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association. No.8. This is a
sort of a version of Wargamer's Newsletter and contains articles on Uniforms and
Colours; a reconstruction of the Battle of Maida; Shrapnel Shell; 20th Century Naval
Wargaming; Borodino Re-fought; A Viking versus Norman battle problem with rules; The
Mongol Army. Vol.4: No.7 - includes more Uniforms and Colours articles; A Battle
Report on the Invasion in the Baltic 1944. Fleets of the Major Powers 1914; Uniforms
of the Civil War; Re-fighting Austerlitz; Organisation of the Roman Armies in the
Punic Wars; Regimental Standards of the French First Empire; Napoleonic Artillery;
German Mercenary Troops during the American Revolution; plus pages of pictures, re
views, correspondence, etc.

THE GUIDON - Nos. 2 and 3 1972. This is the Journal of the Miniature Figure Collect
ors of America - it contains a most comprehensive article on the Old Russian Army
with a lengthy bibliography while the second volume has an illustrated article on
French troops in the Indian Ocean Colonies 1789-1810; The Allies at Ticonderoga and
a stimulating article on Rogers' Rangers.

MILITARY MODELLING - April 1973- Mot only is this magazine much larger this year but
it also contains eight pages in colour which make it a very nice affair. In addition
to lots of news of the military collecting and wargaming world, contains illustrated
articles on making military models, uniforms and Colours of the British Army; a re
view of Valiant figures; the final (yes the last!) instalment of Charles Grant's
series The Napoleonic Wargame; Aerial Wargaming; a diorama of the retreat from Moscow;
modelling the Napoleonic Congreve Rocket System; a review of the British and German
Toy Fairs; a scratchbuilt Italian tank 1941; the Daimler Scout Car Mkll; plus reviews
of book3, kits, latest accessories for model making, etc., etc.

MODEL BOATS - April 1973. Contains illustrated article with a plan of H.M.S. Rodney.

PHOTO-WAR MAGAZINE. This has decreased in size but still contains an interesting
article on Rraunschweig Infantry Uniforms 1809-1945 plus photographs and details of
many World .v'ar II German items, many of them for sale.

SIGNAL - Ho.52. Packed with information about the latest boardgames; kits; Conven
tions; books, etc., all snatched by the fertile brain of John Mansfield and pushed
out fortni •htly to keep you people informed of the latest items. How he does it I'll
never know!

SOLDIER - March 1973. A glossy well-illustrated magazine/newspaper that contains de
tails of the modern army plus reviews of records, books, etc.

TA'.r/.STTS - The Magazine of the Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association. Just
about as packed per page as th? Newsletter and contains illustrated articles on
Centurian tanks in Korea; Vehicle Markings in the Modern British Army; Plans for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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THE NOTICE BOARD

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE WARGAMBRS: Steve Haller, 3H-A S. Polar Street,
Oxford, Ohio 45056, U.S.A. is compiling and disseminating lists of wargamers of this
era among all who wish to participate. The idea is that of an informal information
exchange. Please send name, address, brief description of AWI collection and in
terests plus return postage.

*******

Would any wargamers who may possibly be interested in wargames arising from
the area Defence Exercises of the Palaoe of Westminster Company Home Guard World War
II (e.g. Home Guard defending WeBtminster SWl) against German parachutists
etc., please contact Mr. A. Ashley, 15 Clifton Gardens, London N15 (if interested in
corresponding, wargaming or forming a club in connection with same).

*******

FOR SALE: 130 Mini Fig 25mm E.C.W. figures - Royalists, Roundheads, Cavalry (no
horses), Gun, Scots. £7.00p. Separate orders negotiable. S.A.E. to C.Brookes, 3
Tracks Lane, Billinge, Wigan, WN5 7BL.

*******

Newcastle University has a> wargames club which is growing rapidly and with great
enthusiasm. Other wargamers in the area might like to join in. So far membership
is 22 with 14 regular8. They cater for Ancients, Mediaeval tournaments, Napoleonic,
World War II and World War II naval and boardgaming and if anybody comes along with
figures of another period they will give that a try also. A.K.Smith, 157 Stratford
Rood, Heaton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

*******

If you live in the area, how about trying the Cambridge Wargames Society -
Secretary, D.Zeitlyn, 3 Trumpington Road, Cambridge. Tel. 57395.

*******

FOR SALE, TRADE AND WILL PURCHASE: Britains Ltd. Lead Sets and Figures. Send
double postage S.A.E. or 2 I.R.C's for Sale and Trade Li3ts. Authenticast Sets for
trade. Will purchase in any amount: Britains Set3, Figures, Old Red Boxes and cata
logues.

Donald G. Hill, 6701 New Hope Drive, Springfield, Virginia 22151, U.S.A.

*******

Canadian and American postal Money Order:-, in I'.olla--:-. are not negotiable in Great
Britain and always have to bo returned to the sender. A dollar cheque can be nego
tiated but co3ts an additional 50 cent:- which should be added to its value. STr'.RI.l KG
postal Money Orders are ideal. Low value coins from America and Canada cannot be
accepted, nor can currency from countries other than America and Canada.

FOR SALE

1,000 Austrian, French, Russian and Prussian 20-r.m

Gammage and Minifigs Napoleonic wargamo figures. All

painted. £200 the lot or offers for parts.

Apply: E. Cruttendon,

32 Godwin Ro-d,

Hastings,

Sussex.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd. MfJE?
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures &Scale Models etc. ^SSB^

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures -Ipel pack
(2 Cavalrymen ind 2 Ho ipe, pack)

EONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
Une Infantry At thr ready
Line Infantry Advancing
Line Infantry Standing firing
Line Infantry Kneeling ready
Line Infantry Officer
Ught Infantry At the ready
Light Infantry Advancing
Light Infantry Standing firing
light Infantry Kneeling ready
Ught Infantry Officer
Rifle Regiment At the ready
Rifle Regiment Advancing
Rifle Regiment Standing firing
Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
Rifle Regiment Officer
King* German Legion Hussar n
Light Dragoon Trot
Scots Grey* Troopel mounted
Scots Greys Officer mounted
Household Cavalry Trooper mount
Heavy Dragoons Trooper mounted

lioillltnl

EONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
Old Guard Grenadier At the
Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing
Imperial Guard Officer
LineInfantry Fus'ilie
Line Infantry Futilit
Line Infantry Fusilic
Line Infantry Voltigeu
Line Infantry Voltigeu
Line Infanlrs VolligCU
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Voltige
Light Infantry Vollige
Light Infantry Voltigcur/<
Light Infantry Officer
Fool Dragoon At the read
Foot Dragoon Advancing
loot Dragoon Standing fit
Foot Dragoon Officer
Lancer of the Imperial Gu.
(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mountei
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon trumpeter moun

rady

NAM) I.

BN/5
BN/6
IIN/7
I1N/8
B.N/9

UN/14
BN/15

BN/16
UN/1 7
B.N/18
US 119

I1N/20
UN/21

li.N/22

UN/23
UN/24
BN/25
IIN/26

11N/2 7

BN/28
BN/29

NAPOI

NF/I

NF/2
NF/3
NF/7

NF/H

NF/9
NF/IO

NF/ll

NF/I 2
NF/13
NP/14

NF/IS
NF/16
NF/I 7

NF/21
NF/22

NF/2!.
NF/24

NF/25
NF/26
NF/27

NF/2 8
NF/29

NF/SO
NF/31
NF/32
NF/33

At the ready
Advancing
Standing firing
tr/Grenadicr At the ready
ir/Crcnadicr Advancing
ir/Grenadier Standing firing

/Carabinicr At the ready
r/Ca

( V!

Ad.

Standing firing

*T$hi,
-tfA

•&,i L
ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

A/4 9 pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A/5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napol pen

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hon I per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

British Line Infantry At the i
Britllh Line Infantry Advancing
British Line Infantry Standing fii
British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
British Line Infantry Officer
Highland Infantry At the ready
Highland Infantry Advancing
Highland Infantry Standing firing
Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
Highland Infantry Offic

BC/1
BC/2

BC/3
BC/4
BC/S

BC/6
BC/7

11C/8
BC/9

BC/IO
BG/ll

I1C/12

BC/I3
I1C/14

BC/15

BC/IG

British Lai (La.

•Fuiiy Wuzzys' Run
Furry W'uriys- Adv.

Dervish Standing firing
Dervish Advancing
Dervish Cavalryman

ady

20 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Dorsesper pack)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
LP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
FP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hat)
EP/6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP/9 Cromwcllian Officer mounted
EP/10 Royalist Officer mounted
KP/1 IA Cromwcllian Trooper mounted
1.1'/1III Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/I2 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted
LI'/If) Dragoon mounted

MARLBOROUGH'PERIOD

MP/2
MP/4
MP/7

MP/10

MP/1 I
MP/12

MP/13
MP/14

MP/20
MP/21
MP/22
MP/23
MP/24

Grenadier Standing
Grenadier Advancing
Grenadier Advancing
Musketeer Loading
Musketeer Standing
Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
Musketeer At the ready
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounted
Cavalryman mounted
General/Officer mounted
Grenadier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough- period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece (Marlborough- period)
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs 29p
Cavalry packs 33p
Cannons. 20mm-40p 25mm-44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to-50p 9p tr26 to £800 --30p
•5lp lo £1-25 - -16p over £800- post free

Catalogue
•15p post paid (U.K. only)

•50p post paid (Overseas
airmail)

The Square. Earls Barton. Northampton. England. Telephone Northampton 810 612
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